Hiya! My name is Maddie but people usually call me Maddog! I am sophomore studying neuroscience and this will be my 5th semester on SGA if reelected. I come from North Carolina and enjoy riding horses, working on cars, and I plan to be an OB/GYN for underserved pregnant people in the future!

- **I work primarily in Indigenous advocacy by:**
  - bringing recognition to the **history of eugenics** at UVM
  - starting a group for Indigenous-identifying people called the **Indigenous People’s Collective (@indigenousuvm)**
  - creating programming on the concepts of Indigeneity
  - formulating a system/website to bring together **scholarship and internship opportunities** for Indigenous students locally and nationally

- **Other than that, I like to also focus on:**
  - Formulating an action plan to help **gym spaces become more inclusive** for femme-identifying people, trans people, gender queer folks, and other member of the **LGBTQIA+ community**
  - Supporting students who were formerly in the **TRIO/SSS program** and partnering with the Alumni Association to get a streamline of funding
  - Working to **reverse** the budget cuts to the **humanities**, especially when senior administration is paid so handsomely
  - Keep pressure on UVM admin to follow **environmental guidelines** that we hold in high-esteem to **prospective students**

Thanks a bunch for reading my platform and I hope I have your vote!

Thanks, and have a great day :)

(Picture of myself with my yellow lab, Belle, getting ready to drive from NC to VT)